what should you go as for halloween?

if you’re lazy… don’t do anything, just look tired and carry around a cup of coffee. you’re a zombie.

if you like money… wear a suit and carry around a folio. you’re someone who’s doing oci.

if you like lorde… point at your teeth and wear an outfit from your adolescence. you’re a “white teeth teen.”

if you like books… don a short blond wig and large sunglasses. you’re joan didion.

if you’re a nerd… wear an oversize hamburger bun around your midsection. you’re mark zuckerburger.

if you don’t want to buy anything… assemble your most “basic” outfit from your closet/friends’ possessions. hold a starbucks cup in one hand and your phone in the other. you’re so basic.

if you like terrible jokes… you should wear a blue outfit, wrap an electrical cord around yourself, and tie a chicken to the end of it. you’re chicken cord-on-blue.

if you want to do something topical… get together with two friends, have everyone wear white shirts, and attach a red dot to one shirt, a yellow dot to the other, and a green one to the third. you’re mather’s new food labeling system.

if you like our fair house… wear a curled, powdered wig and ministerial garb. you’re increase mather.

if you love our fair house… grab a friend of the opposite gender and go as dr. mike and christie.

if you have twenty friends with no costume plans… wear extremely modest outfits and go as the duggar family (for those of you not in the know—the duggars are a conservative christian family with nineteen children).

if all else fails… sexy baby.
Questions, comments, suggestions? HMU! gorillagazette@gmail.com

Don’t forget to attend the Halloween Happy Hour this week! Bring your dress-up A-game (or at least some game) and you might just win the costume contest.